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This is the new School of Architecture and Building, Univer-
sity of Melbourne, designed by Professor Brian B. Lewis and 
the staff of the School, with Eggleston, McDonald & Secombe, 
supervising architects. L.U. Simon was selected as builder 
after very close tendering. Work has now started on the 
long-promised building after many sites and many sets 
of working drawings, four sets being prepared in the last 
twelve months due to successive reductions in the site area 
allocated by the University. 
The University Commission grant was for a building less than 
half the size of similar schools built under the British 
Universities Grant Committee, giving no space for the 
Atelier of Design, for any post-graduate or research work, 
and not big enough for the present student entry. Half 
the lectures will be required to be held elsewhere, but 
economy in design, a cheap price (£420 a square) and 
some gifts have remedied some of the grosser deficiencies. 
The building is flat-slab construction on a composite frame 
of steel and r. conc. (J. & M. Daly, structural consultants) 
with floor-panel heating (S. Teodorovic, mechanical consultant) 
— both consultant firms lecture in the School. Wall panels 
are of brick (all bricks donated by the Victorian Brick 
Manufacturer's Association). The ground floor has a library 
(eventually to be on the top floor), laboratories for building 
physics, chemistry and structural testing & two lecture 
theatres one seating 420. The main offices and seminar rooms 
are on the first floor near the main entrance which is 
approached by a ramp over the big lecture theatre below. 
Three of the large seminar rooms are designed by Chinese, 
Japanese, and Indian members of the staff in the manner 
of their home-countries and furnished with the best examples 
of contemporary Asian design. The second and third floors 
accommodate drawing-office space with adjacent lecture 
rooms (if funds permit). The building itself will be a per-
manent display of materials (each with a description and 
source indicated) and will be a reference to future architects 
and builders. It is hoped to be able to provide two extra 
floors as soon as possible to bring the accommodation 
nearer to adequacy and, certainly, on the top floor will be 
the Leighton Irwin Memorial Library with a full technical 
reference freely available to the entire building industry. 
(The late Leighton Irwin, besides running a successful 
practice, directed the Atelier of Architectural Design for 
30 years, founded the Building Industries Congress and 
played a most important part in forming a closer liaison 
between the different groups of the building industry). 
Already actual gifts have made additional space possible, 
promises have been given, and architects and builders who 
have passed through the School are organising an appeal; 
the most heartening is that the graduates in Asia are making 

a sectional effort; these contributions will enable better 
service to the building industry and the public in a building 
efficient for that purpose, and standing as a demonstration 
of the unity of the entire building industry. 
"Cross-Section" has been sent free of charge to architects 
and builders for thirteen years. Printing and distribution 
costs have been met by Dunlop Flooring; editorial and 
preparation costs by the School of Architecture and Building. 
The same free distribution will continue. But if you feel that 
"Cross-Section" has been of any value to you and are 
willing to help, your aid now would ease a desperate situation 
in the School of Architecture and Building. Funds are needed 
for:— 
(a) A proper building for the School of Architecture, the 

largest in Australia, and the oldest (1861). 
(b) The housing and establishment of the course in Building; 

the first degree course in Building in Australia (1957) 
and carrying out work of direct value to the Building 
Industry. 

(c) The Leighton Irwin Memorial Library, a full working 
and technical library freely available to the entire 
Building Industry. 

Your donations will be acknowledged by an official receipt 
from the University and are tax-deductable. A detachable 
sheet is provided on the back page of this issue. 

IT Acting with a haste precedented only by his peremptory 
banning of the Bidault T.V. interview the Postmaster-General 
Mr. Davidson, on behalf of the Federal Government, 
compulsively and compulsorily acquired 4.1 acres of the 
Rippon Lea Estate (Melbourne) for use by ABC Television, 
whose present studios adjoin the property. The entire estate 
had been offered to the National Trust just prior to Mr. 
Davidson's action. The estate residence is a vas+ con-
glomeration of various historical styles, not all built in 
chronological order, and interesting as a curiosity rather 
than as an architectural beauty; but the grounds are magni-
ficently landscaped and it will be a calamity if the 
opportunity of preserving them intact is lost through such 
blatant autocracy. Besides destroying a potential public 
asset the Cwlth Gov+ has chosen to ignore the Melbourne 
Master Plan of 1954 and an interim development order of 
1961 which zoned Rippon Lea as "proposed public open 
space", thus undermining the slender but essential authority 
of city planning. The "land-grab" provoked a storm of 
"letters-to-the-editor", some relevant but many in protest 
on other issues such as the proposed routing of a jet port 
freeway through recently-built suburban houses at Tulla-
marine. Taken in all, April was a poor month for public 
relations on Government-directed land use. Town planning 
was made to look like an imposition instead of a boon. 

Yet another scheme for roofing over Melb's railway 
yards was announced — by Lend Lease Corporation Ltd. 
Although greeted with a touch of scepticism, natural enough 
after the string of proposals that have been enthusiastically 
proclaimed and finally shelved for the area, this time the 
backing seems sound enough and proposed design plausible 
enough for hopes to rise again. Only a small fringe area 
of the railway is to covered —a strip along the south side 
of Flinders Street, facing St. Paul's Cathedral. Directly in 
front of St. Paul's a generously-open civic plaza would 
preserve a vista of the Cathedral along St. Kilda Road. 
Eastwards along Flinders Street two 210 ft. high slab-type 
office buildings would be built. That old photographic 
cliché — a view of Melbourne's skyline from across the 
Yarra—would of course be radically altered. Subsidiary 
companies, Lend-Lease Development Pty. Ltd. and Civil and 
Civic Pty. Ltd. will respectively manage and construct the 
project. Leslie M. Perrott and Partners are the architects. 
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This is a view of the winning design for the Rocks, Sydney, 
submitted by James Wallace Pty. Ltd., builders and 
developers; Edwards Madigan & Torzillo, archts; Miller, 
Milston & Ferris, engrs. The Government-appointed commit-
tee adjudicating between the nine schemes entered as 
tenders for developing the area, recommended in order of 
merit, the following proposals by (i) L. J. Hooker Investment 
Corporation Ltd; Alexander Kann & Associates and 
Stephenson & Turner, archts; (ii) Lend Lease Corporation 
Ltd; Gruzman, McKay, Rickard & Gordon, archts; (iii) James 
Wallace Pty. Ltd; Edwards Madigan & Torzillo, archts; (iv) 
Hawker Siddeley Australia Pty. Ltd; Victor Gruen & 
Associates and H. Stossel & Associates, archts. Not being 
bound by the order suggested by the Committee, the N.S.W. 
Government found the James Wallace scheme the most 
satisfactory financially and accordingly declared the winner. 
From the safe distance of Melbourne, the James Wallace 
scheme even looks the best architecturally to C-S, and 
briefly some of the reasons are as follows: (a) the designs 
by Harry Seidler & D'Arcy for Lend Lease; Clarke Gazzard 
& Yeomans for James Wallace; Victor Gruen & H. Stossell 
for Hawker Siddeley; and Grounds Romberg and Boyd for 
Lend Lease each present, in part or whole, curvilinear slabs 
of buildings which would form great cliffs of intimidating 
size and scale (b) the designs by Hely & Bell for Lend 
Lease; Sir John Burnett, Tait, Wilson & Partners and Kevin 
Curtin for Concrete Industries; Alexander Kann & Associates 
and Stephenson & Turner for L.J. Hooker; have too many 
assorted shapes and sizes of buildings, sometimes too close 
together and overshadowing miniscule terrace housing. The 
design by Gruzman McKay, Richard & Gordon has well-
dispersed towers, variable skyline and the definite character 
of a unified district, but the winning E M & T scheme 
seems to have a more comprehensible grouping. Further com-
ments from C-S's man in Sydney: the most significant thing 
about E M & T's winner is that it is the only scheme to stand 
almost certain messing about with, without losing too much 
in the process. The most coherent project and the one that, 
architecturally said most for Sydney Cove was Harry 
Seidler's — polished, sophisticated and in a similar monu-
mental scale to the Opera House. But to achieve complete 
success one would have to demolish the whole of the Circular 
Quay area (AMP and all) and rebuild in similar vein. Also 
this type of development collapses when faced with 
immovable tenants in existing buildings, piecemeal contracts, 
etc. E M & T's scheme, as Jack Torzillo explained through 
beads of perspiration on "Meet the Press" is diagrammatic, 
indicating little in the way of architectural treatment—and 
very wise too for a lot of water will flow under the Bridge 
before this lot graces the Harbour in its entirety.  

¶ Vic State Housing Commission will try to build a 
cheaper house for the low-income bracket. One economy 
already mentioned is to replace the open fireplace and 
woodshed with a gas fire. The Master Builders' & Allied 
Trades Federation are to be consulted for suggested 
economies. The Minister for Housing, Mr. Thompson, en-
gagingly admitted "The Commission does not pretend to 
have a monopoly on all bright ideas for house b i~dinn." 

One of the mainsrays of architectural polemics is me no.ion 
that a building should "express its purpose", no one seems 
to know why, unless it be so that the ignorant, illiterate or 
alien won't have to ask the nearest policeman. Take the 
building shown above for example. Evidently a gay 
cabaret. Not so. This is "Kalimna", a Salvation Army Reform 
Centre for Girls, at Toowong, Brisbane. Its requirements as 
a high security reformatory are masked by an exotic 
splendor of draped canopy and pierced block screens. This 
is a brilliant piece of corrective architectural psychology 
—the worst thing to do for the girls would have been to 
give them a reformatory that looked like a reformatory. 
The architects are to be commended for their insight. The 
reactions of the inmates to this building would be worth 
following up. Cost £150,000. E.P. & A.I. Trewern, architects; 
R. Spencer, archt-in-charge; Alexander & Browne, str. engrs. 

Pnoto: Ronald Armstrong 

Contract has been let (£57,000) for this new YWCA 
headquarters building in Perth. Cameron, Chisolm & Nicol; 
archts; R. J. Davies Pty. Ltd., bldr. Accommodation in 30 ft. 
high structure (scale of figures in model illustrated is 
misleading) consists of gymnasium on upper floor, and 
offices, lounge, foyer, on ground floor. Its r.c. frame and 
exposed aggregate panels do not altogether disguise the 
"Neo-parthenonic" treatment. 



11 Do not forget the RATA Convention "Architectural 
Practice— Repose, Reform or Revolution", in Adelaide 
18th-24th May. Registration forms should have been written 
by now so that organisation can be finalised, but there is 
still time — you can't afford to be apathetic. Enquiries to 
195 Victoria Square, Adelaide, South Australia. 
if The Australian & New Zealand Architectural Science 
Association will hold its first conference in Adelaide, during 
the RAIA Convention, on the subject "The Functional 
Efficiency of Buildings—A Discussion of Teaching Programmes 
and Methods." 
(( The inaugural Conference of the Building Science Forum 
of Australia will be held on Tuesday and Wednesday 25th 
and 26th June, 1963 at the Chevron-Hilton Hotel, Potts 
Point, Sydney. Theme of the conference is Plastics in 
Building. The Forum was formed by a group of builders, 
engineers, architects and building material suppliers. Its 
aim is the development of the science, technology and art of 
building. Chairman of the provisional committee is Emery 
Balint, Assoc. Prof. of Building, University of N.S.W. 
Further enquiries should be addressed to P.O. Box 50, 
Randwick, N.S.W. 

This is the "Alpine" restaurant, South Parklands, generally 
thought of by the Adelaide populace as having a "nice 
Swiss-chalet effect". One suspects that the Swiss-chalet 
image was originally launched as a public relations gimmick 
in order to sneak a hyperbolic paraboloid into the scene 
under cover of a sentimental association of ideas. Unfortu-
nately the idea went beyond words and beyond sense and 
tons of soil were introduced to form an artificial mound — 
the Matterhorn of the South Parklands Alps—on which the 
chalet perches, and around which is being created an 
Alpine garden. The fearful curtain treatment completes this 
exercise in atrocious municipal pseudo-rustic, perpetrated 
in the cause of "prettiness". All design work, including 
structural analysis, was carried out in the office of the 
Adelaide City Council Building Surveyor. E. Moroni & Co., 
builder. 
If The proposed £2 million Institute of Technology for WA 
threatens to be a nice little exercise in facadism, if hints of 
the design being prepared by PWD are valid basis for 
judgement. A press report (23 March) mentions off-the-
form concrete, bricks piers and walls, Swiss-pattern roof 
tiling, hollow clay blocks ("weather-screens"), and "a 
decorative grille sculptured in the wall". It will not be too 
surprising if mosaic tiles, aluminium sun-screens, and the glass 
block are added to this already imposing list. Again, a 
regrettable by-passing of the competition system. 
Ì Work commenced on a new 12 storey Eli mill. building 
for TAA in Franklin St., Melbourne. H.A. & F.L. Norris Pty. 
Ltd., archts. 

These two photos are of the Ray Burnett Education Centre, 
Cheltenham Church of Christ, (Vic.). An uncluttered 
expression of steel frame and white sand-lime brick panel 
walls. Accommodation comprises a main hall, kitchen, 
meeting room and courtyard and toilets, a total area of 
47 squares plus 8 squares covered way; cost £14,218. Clarke 
Hopkins and Clarke, archts; D.S. Begg Pty. Ltd., bldrs. 
(Versatile architect Jack Clarke is director of the "Age" 
Small Homes Bureau, and captain of Essendon football team, 
last year's premiership winners). 

I All the arguments which have convinced the Government 
that a change to decimal currency is worthwhile should now 
be used to convince that a change to the metric system of 
weic,hts and measures would be equally opportune. If this 
should happen, will there be a prize for the best Aussie-
sounding name for the "metre"? Say for instance a 
"near-enough". 

Ì Result of the arch'I competition for the Great Hall, 
University of Queensland: First prize to Stuart McIntosh 
(Melbourne); Second prize to Bunning & Madden (Sydney); 
third prize to Demaine, Russell, Trundle, Armstrong & 
Orton (Melb). 

4 According to a recent survey conducted by the U of 
NSW of the social standings of various occupations, archi-
tects rate as fifth, behind doctors, university professors, 
solicitors and directors; engineers (professional) ninth, & 
university lecturers tenth. 
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These two views are of the Northbourne Avenue Community 
Housing project, Canberra. The units are one, two and 
three storeys high, in a modified Radburn layout with rear 
and cul-de-sac parking and open common spaces towards 
which face the living rooms. Construction: external brick 
II" cavity bearing walls; internal steel columns; flat slab, 
r. conc. floors and roofs; external walls tyrolean finish. 
Windows —aluminium sash in timber frame. Cos+ £770,000 
for 169 units, including services. Density: nett to site 
boundaries only-42 persons/acre. This is urbane, concise 
and mature architecture of high standard, rare enough any-
where, let alone in Canberra. Ancher Mortlock & Murray, 
archts; Norman E. Mussen, cons. engineer; A. V. Jennings 
Construction Co. Pty. Ltd., bldrs. 
Q Perhaps unaware of the ethical obligations of an 
architect to his client, a certain building development 
company in Sydney sent a circular to architects in which 
they state "May we suggest that should you interest your 
clients in the xxxxxxxxx Development and subsequently a 
sale is negotiated, this Company would be pleased to pay 
substantial commission for your services". 

A model of this building for Smith, Kline and French 
Laboratories, French's Forest, Sydney, was illustrated in 
C-S No. 102, April 1961, with the remark added that "even 
industrial architecture can be dramatic without recourse to 
theatrical bits of exhibitionism". As built (above), the 
building seems conspicuous rather than dramatic, largely 
because of the distinctive use of high quality finishes whose 
surface appeal dilutes the impact of the form. The grille 
wall is gold-anodised aluminium; verticals, black-anodised 
aluminium; spandrel walls, precast conc with exposed marble 
aggregate; ground floor walls, brick with black marble 
facings to columns Brown Brewer and Gregory, archts; Kell 
& Rigby Pty. Ltd. bldrs. 



HERE'S THE BEAUTY OF®M■■■ 

DUNLOP SERVICE 
FOR ALL FLOORING-IT'S COMPLETE 

From first plan to final polish, flooring service by Dunlop and 
approved contractors is complete. Advice, design, colour planning 
and quotations can be readily supplied without obligation. 
Dunlop complete Contract service ensures expert installation and 
specialised guidance on ease of maintenance. The Dunlop range 
of smooth surface flooring is the most imaginative and complete 
in Australia. It includes Dunlop Vinyl Wall Tiles — Dunlop 
Rubber Sheet and Tiles — Vinyl Coved Skirtings — Stair 
Treads and Nosings (Vinyl, Rubber, "Trico") — Inlaid Mats — 
Linoleums — Link Mats — Fleximer Underlays — Wax-Free 
Vinyl Tile Polish — Vinyl Tile Cleaning Powder ... Plus — the 
extensive range of Amtico Flexible Vinyl Tiles. * Vinyl-Asbestos 
Tiles are being laid on the floor illustrated. 

FOR FLOORING SPECIFICATIONS CALL DUNLOP 
FLOORING SERVICE OR APPROVED CONTRACTOR. 

DUNLOP FLOORING SERVICE DUNLOP 

MELBOURNE: Dunlop Floorings Pty. Ltd., 96 Flinders Street. 63 0371. 
SYDNEY: Dunlop Rubber Australia Ltd., 27-33 Wentworth Avenue. 2 0969. 
BRISBANE: Dunlop Rubber Australia Ltd.. Centenary Place. 310271 
PERTH: Dunlop Flooring Centre, 473 Murray Street. 21 3085. 
ADELAIDE: Dunlop Flooring Centre, 131-133 Pirie Street. 81647. 
HOBART: Dunlop Rubber Australia Ltd., 27 Argyle Street. 2 6581. 
LAUNCESTON: Dunlop Rubber Australia Ltd., 18 Paterson Street. 2 2067. 
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